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Turning Down the Option
by Tim Cole, Editor

I never did figure out what I want to do when I grow up. In fact, I’m trying to 
dodge the whole issue: “Growing old is mandatory — growing up is optional.” 
That could be my motto, except that I change mottoes whenever a new one 
strikes my fancy. My avocations have changed only a bit less frequently than my 
mottoes. It’s tempting to write “intellectual gadfly” under the “profession” blank 
on my still-incomplete T-4 form. Better judgement tells me that could be a bit 
like waving a piece of fresh steak at a hungry grizzly.
Geoff Meek’s article on his first Messier Marathon is inspiring, and I admire his 
dedication. I’m also well aware that I’ll be lucky to bag all the Messiers, much 
less bag them all in one night. Still, I read his article with interest, and it’s given 
me a few more ideas for projects.
Much more in keeping with my gadfly-ish nature are the International 
Astronomy Day festivities. The upcoming summer star-party season is right up 
there, too. They all fit in well with one of my more serious avocations, namely, 
education. They fit even better with what I came to realize was my real 
vocation: communicating with people and helping them strengthen their sparks 
of curiosity and wonder.
If you’ve even got a touch of the need to infect people with a yearning to 
discover, wander by one of our public outreach events. True, you’ll find some 
irritating people there, but don’t dwell on that. You’d have to live in a cave to 
avoid them, and I’m not sure that would work. (“Mr. Crusoe? Have you had 
your ducts cleaned recently?”) Instead, savor the interesting people you meet.
One of the best parts about being an educator is this: it’s not a one-way process. 
There’s nothing quite like an intelligently naive question to blast your own 
thinking out of a rut. The teacher/student roles blur as you both discover 
something new.
If you’re not sure about doing the public outreach thing, just bring yourself. 
Wander about and be an intellectual gadfly. Be careful — it’s habit forming.

Cover Photo
This photo shows Doug Luoma introducing two Scouts to solar astronomy at 
the 2001 International Astronomy Day events. Last year’s solar activity was so 
intense that there were often sunspots visible without magnification. In the 
photo, one visitor is discovering this, peering through a plate of #14 welder’s 
glass.
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Countdown to Montreal Centre's GA 2002
by Denis Legacey, RASC Montreal Centre

On the 17th, 18th and 19th of May, RASCals from across Canada will be 
descending onto the Montreal scene to attend the RASC’s next General 
Assembly. In fact, it is the first GA being held in Montreal since the very first 
one was held here more than forty years ago, way back in 1960!
The online registration and information system for GA 2002 will be directly 
accessible from the home page of the Montreal Centre’s website simply by 
clicking on the GA2002 logo. The Montreal Centre wishes to extend its thanks 
and appreciation to the London Centre for providing the web site software 
package it used for its 2001 GA.

Final arrangements were secured for the expected accommodations and meals at 
McGill’s Royal Victoria College (RVC), for the lecture theatre in McGill’s 
Samuel Bronfman Management Building (a 5-minute walk from RVC), and for 
the banquet in the Omni Hotel across the street from the Bronfman building. 
That means that everything will be centrally located around McGill’s lower 
campus with a minimum of walking. The single most arduous task will be the 
10-minute trek up University street to the Isabel K. Williamson Observatory,
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directly behind Molson Stadium. This is where the Montreal Centre plans to 
hold a nightly hospitality suite. The GA committee wishes to especially thank 
one of our major sponsors, McGill University, for helping to make this all 
possible.
The GA2002 committee is very excited about four great speakers it has lined 
up. They are, in alphabetical order:
• Brent Archinal, one time astronomer at the US Naval Observatory, now 

working in Arizona for the US Geological Survey on high resolution map
ping of proposed Mars 2003 landing sites;

• Paul Hodge, currently professor of astronomy at the University of Washing
ton, author of over 400 scientific articles and 17 books and editor of the
Astronomical Journal for the AAS;

• David Levy, comet hunter extraordinaire, editor and author of 29 books, 
contributing editor for Sky & Telescope, and co-discoverer of the infamous 
comet Shoemaker-Levy 9;

• Dr. Jaymie Matthews, associate professor in the department of physics and 
astronomy at the University of British Columbia, stellar seismologist, and 
Principal Investigator (PI) on the MOST project (M icrovariability and 
Oscillation of STars). His “Humble Space Telescope,” Canada’s first space 
telescope, is due to be launched this coming October.

GA attendees and/or their companions will be free to walk and shop above 
ground in the downtown area, which is also only a 5-minute walk from the 
McGill campus. If the weather does not cooperate (or even if it does), they can 
experience eighteen miles of the underground city — malls, shops, fast-food 
courts, boutiques, and bars and restaurants — that Montreal is famous for. If 
downtown shopping is out, there will be plenty of other distractions including 
the Biodome, the Insectarium, Old Montreal, the Planetarium, the Botanical 
Gardens and many others. For the truly smitten, there’s also the Mont Megantic 
Observatory and Astrolab if you don’t mind a two and a half hour drive to get 
there.
The G A will be offering an early registration of $95 (a saving of $15) for 
attendees who register before March 15. So help yourself and us out by 
registering early. This should help make things run a lot smoother for the 
organizing committee and ensure a happy and memorable GA for everyone 
involved.
See you there.
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Celebrate International Astronomy Day
by Jenn Tigner, Astronomy Day Coordinator

This year, the Ottawa Centre will be observing International Astronomy Day on 
27 April 2002 at the Canada Science and Technology Museum. The RASC 
joins groups from nearly 30 countries around the world in celebrating 
International Astronomy Day, this spring. First recognized in California 
in 1973, and created by the Astronomical League in the United States, 
Astronomy Day gives professional and amateur astronomers all over the 
world a chance to bring the universe to the public, through observing 
sessions, displays, and information booths in malls, science centres and 
planetariums. Some of the organizations that support it are:

• Astronomical League
• Astronomical Society of the Pacific
• The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada
• American Astronomical Society
• Astronomical Association of Northern California
• Western Amateur Astronomers
• American Association of Physics Teachers
• National Deep Sky Observers Society
• Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers
• American Meteor Society
• Association of Astronomy Educators
• American Association of Variable Star Observers
• The Planetary Society
• National Space Society
• International Planetarium Society
• International Union of Amateur Astronomy
• World Space Foundation

The Ottawa Centre Astronomy Day will be held on April 27"' and you 
won’t want to miss the special activities planned at the Canada Science 
and Technology Museum. The daytime program runs from 10 a.m. to 
5:00 p.m. and will cost you the price of admission to the Museum. As in 
previous years, the RASC Ottawa Centre is participating with exhibits,
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astronomical displays, children’s crafts, mirror grinding demonstrations, 
meteorites, free handouts and observing with telescopes. The always- 
popular inflatable planetarium should be available for tours during the 
day. For an unforgettable look at planets, stars and the Moon, a free 
public stargazing evening is planned and gets under way at 7:30 p.m.

Note: Evening stargazing is weather permitting; call (613) 830-3381 for 
any last-minute changes and weather updates.

Photo Courtesy Jenn Tigner

Astronomy Day 2001 — Brian McCullough explains the fate of the dinosaurs to 
a spellbound audience.

This year the sky has a special treat in store for us with a beautiful 
grouping of bright planets in the evening sky! The five planets easily 
visible to the unaided eye — Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn 
—  will be lined up in the western sky after sunset. It’s a great 
opportunity to show the public some of the most spectacular sights in the 
sky. Jupiter and Saturn are in prime view, and people have a chance to
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see red Mars, brilliant Venus, and elusive Mercury (maybe!) at the same 
time.

Astronomy Day 2001 — A hit with kids and parents: the children's space crafts 
table.

Thanks to the dedication of members, this event has been hugely 
successful in previous years. Volunteers are still needed to assist with:

• The information table;
• Children’s space craft table;
• Observing Equipment as part of the indoor exhibit;
• Solar observing outside;
• Astro-gabbing with the public;
• An interesting or educational display of your own;
• The evening star party — bring your telescope.
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If you would like to volunteer to help out with this year’s program, please get in 
touch with coordinators Jenn Tigner or Debra Tigner by 25 April.

Phone 599-7619, or e-mail startalks@cyberus.ca
Astronomy Day provides a way for you to share your experiences and 
know ledge of astronomy with other people. It’s fun! Come and see, and bring 
your friends.

Planet-Watcher's Guide:
The Great Planetary Alignment of Spring 2002

An evening with Terence Dickinson
Friday, 19 April 19 at 7:30 p.m, at the Canada Science and Technology 
Museum
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Saturn and Jupiter will be in almost perfect alignment 
this spring — great for planet observers. Join Terence Dickinson, Canada’s 
leading astronomy writer in his illustrated tour of the Great Planetary 
Alignment o f the Spring. Find out about the latest in planetary exploration with 
the author of many books and current editor of SkyNews magazine. A star party 
(weather permitting) will follow the talk.
Phone the Museum at 991-3053 for more information, or check at their web 
site: http://www.science-tech.nmstc.ca/

The Ottawa Centre is supporting this event, and, we’ll need the support of the 
our members. If you’re interested in bringing your telescope or binoculars, or 
just helping out, please contact Debra Tigner, Public Outreach coordinator by 
17 April.
Phone 599-7619, or e-mail startalks@cyberus.ca
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The Cat in the Pressure Suit Helmet
Book Review by Bob Hillier

There’s No Place Like Space: All About Our Solar System,
Tish Rabe, (Random House of Canada, 1999)
Board Book, 6.5x9, ISBN 0-679-89115-3, $10.50
“Mallory Valerie Emily Meetzahs just served us ‘nine hundred ninety- 
nine " pizzas.”

And so, we learn from the Cat in the Hat a fancy little rhyme to remember the 
planets. Yes — the Cat in the Hat is back, this time on a trip into space. In 
There's No Place Like Space, Sally and her brother Dick go on a trip through 
the Solar System with the Cat in the Hat, Thing One and Thing Two. They visit 
each planet, the moon and the Sun, and they learn a cool fact about each one.
And of course, no trip through space is complete without stopping by the 
constellations:

It s star dot-to-dot.
Use your imaginations,
And you’ll see big pictures 
We call constellations!

If you’re looking for a great book for early readers, then consider this book. It 
makes a great gift for young readers, and their parents are sure to approve.

Photo Courtesy Tim Cole

Peeking at trees didn't bother this young visitor. It was a real telescope !
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Fred Lossing Observatory Reports
by Al Seaman, FLO Committee Chair

15 March 2002
Spring is almost here and the snow is almost gone, which is probably good news 
to most.
Unfortunately for the FLO road, this is the awkward part of the season. The 
road and parking lot are partly clear, and in places are covered with residual ice. 
If the temperature is below freezing, things are not too bad for driving in. If it is 
above freezing, the ice will be quite slippery, and the bare parts quite muddy 
and soggy.
For the time being, it is probably not advisable to drive in if the temperature is 
above freezing.

28 March 2002
Contrary to recent rumours, spring did not arrive two weeks ago.
Last week’s snow was a bit of a set back, but Rob Relyea went in last Sunday 
and packed down the snow on the road with his 4 X 4, and shovelled off the 
walk and the mound in front of the observatory. Many thanks, Rob.
Then we got yet another dump of heavy, wet snow, which pretty well blocked 
things again. Assessing the weather prospects, it seemed best to get the 
accumulation cleaned out to ensure a quick melt off of the remaining base of 
snow and ice, and an early drying out of the road. So we had our contractor out 
to-day and the road is more or less clean. Also, we shovelled off the pathways 
and mound, and hopefully that is it for this winter.
As noted earlier, there is a base of ice on the road, and some other spots will be 
muddy for a while. Use caution when driving in, especially if it is above 
freezing.

30 March 2002
Things are thawing rapidly, but right now the road is quite wet, sloppy and 
slippery. Although passable, travel on the road is not recommended for at least a 
few more days of thawing and drying.
Also, a reminder that April 1 is the traditional start of the new key year. New 
keys will be available at the April 5 Ottawa Centre meeting, and the lock will be 
changed the next morning (Sat April 6). As usual, the renewal fee is $35, and I 
would appreciate it if you could return your old key when you renew.
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My First Messier Marathon
by Geoff Meek

Having recently completed observing all 110 Messier objects, a Messier 
Marathon seemed to be the next step — a test. The challege of this Marathon is 
to observe all 110 celestial objects in one night. This can be done only in the 
month of March.
The Marathon is more than just a race. It re-affirms your locating abilities, 
knowlege of the objects, and of the night sky. It revealed another side of star 
gazing that I hadn’t experienced before. Some purists argue that you can’t spend 
time looking at each object, but really, you can do that any other time of the 
year.
I set out on 16 March 2002, arriving at the Fred Lossing Observatory (FLO) 
just after sundown with enough time to set up the scope and let the minor cool 
down. A few fellow RASC members were there: Ron St Martin and John 
Henderson. Later Rob Relyea, Rick Wagner, and Peter Everson showed up. 
After setting up my 16" homebuilt Dob, I extracted 10X50 binoculars from my 
bag. In my log book, I had listed the suggested search order, obtained from the 
Internet. My plan was to mark down the time that each object was observed, 
what eyepiece I used, and also if I had trouble finding it. I had brought The 
Atlas o f Deep Sky  Splendors1, a photographic book of Messiers to confirm any 
object I wasn’t sure of.
Dusk was still a band of lightness with the crescent Moon and Venus decorating 
the west. I would have to get the western targets first, as that stuff was slowly 
sinking into trees and horizon. While browsing for the first target, M74, I 
happened on a comet, about 1.5 degrees away. I was totally surprised. I had 
been told that there was a comet visible, but didn’t know where it was or what 
the name was. Comet Ikeya Zhang was the largest and nicest I have seen since 
Hale-Bopp — certainly one of the highlights of the night. I never did see M74, 
though.
A little later on, I switched on my newly made dew heater and witnessed a brief 
glow inside the scope. Obviously something in my dew heater had fried. This 
would mean trips into the club house to warm up the eyepiece and finder — 
darn! Otherwise, the Marathon was progressing very well, and the dew/frost 
problem didn’t really have an impact until about 2:00-3:00 a.m. I followed the 
search list except for a few objects lower in the south (M79, M68, M83), just to 
make sure they didn’t slip away. I would use the binos for the easy stuff: 
M45(Pleiades), M44(Beehive), M6, and M7.
At about 10:30 pm it was Gab Fest time, as I had cleaned up Messiers far into 
the east and had some time to burn. About 2:30 a.m., I had some soup to perk
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me up, but it had the opposite effect. I found myself wanting to doze off a few 
times. Everybody else had gone home, so if sleep found me, I may have missed 
a lot.
I wasted time on M14 (I just couldn’t find it for some reason), then went over to 
Sagittarius and observed a fair number, but the view didn’t seem that good. It 
became apparent that dawn was coming, so I did what I could to clean up the 
rest. The bottom of the Sagittarius Teapot was level with the treetops, as I stood, 
so globular clusters M54, M55, M70, and M69 were out of the question. Farther 
to the east, M15, M75, and M2 would have been possible if I had finished up 
Sagittarius earlier. Oh, well....
My last object was at 5:04 a.m. I had missed 18 Messiers. With more planning 
next time, I should be able to get all but three; I don’t think M30 (in 
Capricornus) would be possible.
I am looking forward to my next Marathon more than I had looked forward to 
this one. I guess that means it was worth it.
Things I would do differently next time:
• Make sure my dew heater works.
• Try to do it a few days later so the eastern objects are higher in the sky.
• Go to an observing site with almost nothing on horizon and no city glow to 

the east.
• Observe the Sagittarius objects as soon as possible; the rest in the east need 

more time.
• Prepare by finding out exactly when dawn starts, and decide how to star hop 

in the predawn sky using nearby bright stars.

1 The Atlas of Deep Sky Splendors, 4th Edition; Hans Vehrenberg: Sky 
Publishing Corp, Cambridge MA 1978 ISBN 0-93334-603-4
Publisher’s summary:
Especially designed to show how the marvels of deep space actually appear in 
the sky, this atlas features 113 wide-field photographic charts showing over 400 
galaxies, nebulae, and star clusters, including all the Messier objects.
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In Memoriam
Malcolm Macmillan Thompson (1908-2002)

Malcolm Thompson, a president of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada 
in the 1940’s, died 21 March 2002. He was also a professional astronomer, 
having workied at the old Dominion Observatory before being transferred to 
NRC. Mr. Thompson retired from the NRC as the Head of the Time and 
Frequency Division in 1972.

Editor’s Note:
Ottawa Centre Weldon Hannaford, a friend and colleague of Mr. Thompson, informed 
me of the loss of his friend. He was not certain of the dates when Mr. Thompson served 
as RASC President, and I was unable to track down the information by the time this 
issue went to print. Information regarding Mr. Thompson’s service to the RASC will be 
welcome. — Editor

Ottawa Centre Bulletin Board
For Sale: 6" f/10 Newtonian Telescope
• Hand-ground and figured mirror and secondary flat made in 1961 by L.H. 

Sparey of the Royal Astronomical Society in London.
• Very rigid primary cell of micarta on an aluminum base with adjustable 

spring suspension. Secondary mount has an adjustable inner support on 
spherical base, attached to the tube at four points.

• Tube is 1/4" varnish-impregnated paper, 60” long, with a large accessory 
platform for a finderscope or camera.

• Tube mount is a plate with rings to permit tube rotation.
• Prime focus is outside the optical tube and permits prime focus photography. 

Focus tube mount is large to permit accessory attachments.
• Includes a basic wooden tripod and miscellaneous accessories.
Asking $400. Contact Robert Edgar at: Phone: (613) 679-4718 
Fax: (613) 679-4779 or e-mail: era2000@hawk.ig s .n e t.
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Starlight Theatre
Need containers for a precious eyepiece? Bring it in and pick a Skypiece 
container that fits.
If you are learning your way around the sky, you will find our Celestial Sphere 
videotape or star maps very useful. They are great for beginners or as presents 
for beginners. We also have teaching materials for educators. A description of 
these and other items is on our web site (www.starlight-theatre.ca). Buy at 
the RASC meetings for discounts and save on shipping and handling charges.
We set up after every meeting beside the coffee table. We accept cash and 
checks made out to Starlght Theatre.
Contact Robert Dick at slt@starlight-theatre.ca

For Sale: Atlas of Finest NGC Objects, Messier Atlas
Atlas o f Finest NGC Objects covers 110 FNGC objects and over 130 other 
NGC objects on 107 charts. Charts are 3 x 4 degrees with limiting magnitude of 
12.4. Info on objects is summarized at the bottom of each page. Includes 26- 
page, mag. 7.3 Star Atlas. 145 pages. Messier Atlas covers all Messier objects; 
same format as FNGC Atlas. 140 pages. Both atlases available in “Correct 
Image” and “Mirror E/W” formats. Prices are $20.00 each atlas or both for 
$35.00. For more information, call Harry Adams at (613) 584-4804 or e-mail 
far.star@sympatico.ca

Want fame, fortune, and international stature?
Sorry, I can’t promise you any of those things. But share your opinions, 
knowledge, and experiences with your fellow astronomers of the Ottawa 
Centre. What makes a good AstroNotes article? Here are a few ideas:
• Reviews of books, software, TV programs, etc.
• How-to articles
• Success stories (or horror stories!)
• Observing reports
A good length is 300 to 600 words. Illustrations should fit into about half a 
page. Remember that illustrations with fine details may not print well.
It’s probably simplest to submit your articles via e-mail, but almost any 
format will do — including marks on paper!
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Next RASC Ottawa Centre Meeting

Canada Science and Technology Museum 
8:00 PM Friday 03 May 2002

Clear Skies !
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